In this study, use of a helical orbit in performing a long object SPECT scan with parallel, cone, fan, rotated fan, varying focal-length cone, divergent, and astigmatic collimators is proposed. Sufficient-data scanning helical orbits for these collimation geometries are developed. Both singledetector system and multi-detector system are considered. In order to verify our orbit design requirement, the iterative ML-EM algorithm is used to reconstruct images of a long Defrise phantom. The phantom height is five times the height of the detectors. Computer simulations are performed and exact reconstructions are obtained. The proposed sufficient helical orbit pitch will facilitate performing whole body SPECT and PET scans that demand an exact reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cone-beam imaging using a helix scanning trajectory has been studied in both SPECT (single photon emission computed tomography) and X-ray CT. Both iterative [l] and analytical [2-61 reconstruction algorithms have been investigated. The iterative reconstruction algorithm [ 11 is an ML-EM (maximum likelihood expectation minimization) method, which accurately models the cone-beam helical imaging geometry and non-uniform attenuation. The analytical reconstruction algorithm [2] is an exact method based upon Grangeat's formula [7] . The analytical algorithms [3- The research presented in this manuscript cone-beam algorithm [SI. The above reconstruction algorithms only consider the situation in which the cone-beam projection data are not truncated on the detector. Recently, an increasing interest is to consider the situation where the object is long and the cone-beam projections are truncated axially on each view
The research development of helical scan has been limited to X-ray CT scans [ 12, 131 . The technology of helical scanning can be applied to SPECT and PET. Therefore, the imaging geometry can be extended from cone-beam to other geometries such as parallel, fan, rotated-fan, astigmatic, varying-focallength cone-beam, and the like. In this paper, we use the data sufficiency condition proposed [ 141 by Danielsson et a1 to give the minimal pitch requirements for helical scans with the above mentioned geometries. Iterative ML-EM [ 151 reconstructions are presented.
[ 9-111. 11. METHODS
A. Data SufJiciency Condition
In the paper [14] of Danielsson et al, a data sufficiency condition is proposed as follows. The projection data are sufficient for exact reconstruction if each point in the object is exposed over a rotation angle of at least 180'. In other words, the image of an object can be exactly reconstructed if the scanning geometry satisfies the following requirement: For any point P in the object all the projection rays passing through this point form two opposite trajectories on a large sphere. The origin and the radius of the sphere do not matter, and be arbitrarily chosen. Let's consider one of these trajectories, for example, the one formed by the rays coming out from the chosen point (see Fig. 1) . Say, the trajectory starts at point A and ends at point B on the sphere. Let a moving point C move from A to B continuously. The angle LAPC will change continuously. It is required that angle LAPC will reach 180".
This data sufficiency condition does not assume any particular imaging geometry, but assume the continuous motion of the detector. This condition can be viewed as a special case of Palamodov's data sufficiency condition [ 161 which can be roughly stated as: every plane that cuts the object must contain a measured straight line. Since this paper considers continuous helical scanning trajectory, we use Danielsson's condition to investigate the helical pitch requirements for various collimation geometries. In this paper, we consider imaging long objects. We assume that the detector is large enough transaxially, but not large enough axially relative to the object. That is, there is no truncation transaxially on the detector, but there is truncation axially.
B. Pitch Requirements for Single-Detector System

B. 1. Parallel-Beam Geometry
When applying Danielsson's data sufficiency condition to parallel-beam helical scan, it is required that any point in the object should be able to see the detector continuously for 180". Therefore, the vertical detector size should be the same as (or larger than) the distance the detector moves in the axial direction when rotated over 180'. If the first row of the detector sees a particular point when the detector is at a certain position, after the detector rotates almost 180" the last row of the detector should be able to see the same point.
Let's define the trajectory of the center point of the detector to be the scanning orbit, the helix pitch to be the axial distance between the orbit points 2n apart (i.e., between two turns). A it helical orbit can be mathematically expressed as
where R is the detector rotating radius and M determines the helix pitch. The pitch is 2nM. If the vertical (in the axial direction) size of the detector is b, then for the parallel-beam helical scan, the pitch requirement is (2) p i t c h = 2nM = 2b as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
B.2. Fan-Beam Geometry
Let's first consider a 2D (two-dimensional) object and a planar orbit. If the orbit is not a complete circle, the fan-beam geometry behaves differently from a parallel-beam geometry. In the parallel-beam geometry, every point in the 2D object space has the same projectionhackprojection point response function. If one point satisfies the data sufficiency condition, so do all point in the 2D object space. However, for the fanbeam geometry, the points in the 2D object space have different projectionhackprojection point response functions. Some points may satisfy the data sufficiency condition, while other points may not. We have decided to investigate the worst case in the sense that if a point in the worst case satisfies the data sufficiency condition, all points of interest will satisfy the condition.
In 2D, the fan-beam geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the ROI (region of interest) is a disc of radius r:
where R is the detector orbit radius, F the fan-beam focallength, and a the detector horizontal (i.e., transaxial) size. LetA be the beginning point of the scanning ray trajectory. The point P of worst case is found such that line A P is a tangent of the ROI circle (see Fig. 3 ). In order to satisfy the data sufficiency condition, the trajectory must be long enough to meet the tangent A P at point B.
We must point out that the trajectory shown in Fig. 3 is not the orbit of the detector, but the trace of intersection between a sphere and projection rays coming from point P. If the sphere is centered at the detector rotation center, this trajectory is the orbit of the fan-beam focal-point. Noticing that p = 2 a , and a is half the fan-angle, the detector needs to rotate n plus fanangle. In fact, this fan-beam result is well-know [ 171.
For a fan-beam helical scan, the "n plus fan-angle" requirement still holds. That is, if the first row of the detector sees a circular region, then this region should be seen be the last row of the detector after the detector rotates "n plus fanangle." If our helical orbit expression is still Eq. (l), then the vertical detector size b is directly related to the angle "n plus fan-angle" as (4) Since the helix pitch is 2nM, we have the data sufficiency requirement:
for the fan-beam helical scan as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
B.3. Rotated Fan-Beam Geometry
Unlike parallel-beam and fan-beam imaging geometries, the rotated fan-beam geometry has projection rays converging in the axial direction. As a result the helix pitch requirement depends upon the radius R of the scanning orbit, as well as its focal-length and vertical size b. The top view form the zdirection of this imaging geometry is the same as the parallelbeam one. Therefore, a detector rotation over "n" should provide sufficient data. Figure 5 depicts the relationship between the helix pitch and the detector radius R and vertical 
B.4. Astigmatic Fan-Beam Geometry
An astigmatic fan-beam collimator has two focal-lines: a horizontal one and a vertical one as shown in Fig. 6 . By combining the results from helical fan-beam and rotated fanbeam geometries, the data sufficiency requirement for the helical astigmatic fan-beam geometry is given by
where F, is used to evaluate the fan-angle as in a regular fanbeam geometry, and F, is used to evaluate the scaling factor of the vertical detector size as in a rotated fan-beam geometry. In fact, both fan-beam and rotated fan-beam geometries are two special cases for the astigmatic fan-beam geometry. A fanbeam geometry is obtained by setting F, = 0 0 , and a rotated fan-beam is obtained by letting F, = -.
B.5. Cone-Beam Geometry
If one lets F, = Fh = F , then the astigmatic fan-beam geometry becomes the cone beam geometry. As a direct result from the astigmatic geometry, the data sufficiency requirement for cone-beam helical scan is Figure 7 shows the cone-beam imaging geometry, and that as the detector rotates "n + fan-angle" the detector should shift a distance b(F -R)/F . In general, an equivalent helical scan data sufficiency requirement can be stated as: the upper-left comer ray of the "lower" detector should coincide with the lower-right corner ray of the "upper" detector. It is obvious that this cone-beam result reduces to the ray of the "lower" detector should coincide with the lowerright comer ray of the "upper" detector, we obtain a helix pitch requirement (see Fig. 10 ):
parallel-beam one as F + 0 0 .
(10)
F h + R 2nb pitch = 2nM = -
Vary Focal-length Cone-Beam Geometry
A varying focal-length cone-beam geometry is similar to a
cone-beam geometry except that the focal-length is a continuous non-decreasing function of the distance from a particular detector bin to the detector center as shownln Fig. 8 . According to the requirement that the upper-left corner ray of the ''lower'; detector should coincide with the lower-right comer ray of the "upper" detector. It is only necessary to consider the projection rays at the detector comers. Since these four comer ray converge to a focal point, the helix pitch requirement is the same as the cone-beam one, that is,
where F, is the longest focal-length for the comer rays. Similarly, one can obtain helix pitch requirements for varying focal-length fan-beam, and varying focal-length rotated fanbeam geometries through modifying equations (5) and (6), respectively, by using the longest focal-length for the corner projection rays.
B.7. Divergent-Beam Geometry
An astigmatic fan divergent-beam imaging geometry is shown in Fig. 9 , where the projection rays converge at the back of the detector. By using the principle that the upper-left comer 
C. Pitch Requirements for Multi-Detector System
Here we consider a SPECT system that consists of multidetectors. For example, a two-detector 'system can have a faceto-face or L-shape arrangements. A three-detector system can have a n-shape or A-shape arrangements (see Fig. 11 ).
C. 1. Parallel-Beam Geometry
For the parallel-beam geometry, the two-detector face-toface arrangement is equivalent to a single-detector system, therefore, sufficient data are obtained after the system rotates over n, at the same time the detectors moves a distance b in the axial direction. The each detector's helix pitch should satisfy the requirement given by Eq. (2), that is,
(1 1) Figure 6 . The Astigmatic fan-beam geometry has two focal-lines with their own focal-lengths, Fv and Fh. Figure 8 . A varying focal-length cone-beam imaging geometry.
back of the detector Figure 7 . Assuming that the detector moves upwards as it rotates, the helical cone-beam data sufficiency condition requires that the detector moves up a distance b ( F -R)/F as it rotates "K + fanangle." The upper-left comer ray of the "lower" detector coincides with the lower-right comer ray of the "upper" detector. For the L-shape arrangement, sufficient data can be obtained after the system rotates n/2, and at the same time the detectors moves a distance b in the axial direction. Thus, the each detector's helix pitch should satisfy the requirement:
The three-detector II-shape arrangement and two-detector Lshape arrangement are equivalent. Therefore, the ll-shape arrangement has the same data sufficiency requirement as Eq. (12) . For the A-shape arrangement, a system rotation of n/3 gives a set of sufficient data. That is, detectors shift a distance b as they rotate n/3. Therefore, the each detector's helix pitch should satisfy the requirement:
Since the derivation is straightforward, we only list the results in this section. For the two-detector face-to-face arrangement, the system rotation over n provides sufficient data and the detectors should shift a distance b. In other words, each detector's helix pitch should satisfy (14) For the L-shape arrangement, the system rotation over "n/2 plus fan-angle" provides sufficient data and the detectors should shift a distance b. The helix pitch should be pitch = 2nM = 2b (15) 2xb n/2 + 2tan-'a/(2F) pitch = 2nM = For the II-shape arrangement, the system rotation over n/2 provides sufficient data and the helix pitch should satisfy
are "x plus fan-angle" apart. are "x plus fan-angle" apart.
n For the A-shape arrangement, the system rotation over "1~13 plus fan-angle" gives a sufficient data set, thus the helix pitch should satisfy the requirement
The top-view of other imaging geometries is either parallel or fan (divergent and/or convergent). In the case of varying focal-length, one only needs to consider the most outside rays. The side-view is also parallel or fan (divergent and/or convergent). If the side-view is convergent, the vertical size scaling factor is (Fh -R)/Fh ; if the side-view is divergent, the vertical size scaling factor is (Fh + R)/Fh. By using a combination of top-view and side-view geometries, one can easily obtain helix pitch requirements for a multi-detector system.
For example, the cone-beam geometry can use all fanbeam results, which should all be scaled by (F-R)/F. Explicitly, two-detector, face-to-face:
three-detector, ll-shape:
F and, three-detector, A-shape: Figure 10 . In an divergent-beam imaging geometry, the focalpoint and detector are at the same side of the object, while in a convergent-beam imaging geometry, the focal-point and detector are at the different sides of the object. The vertical detector is magnified on the axis of rotation by a factor (Fh + R)/F, in an divergent-beam imaging geometry.
@ face-to-face n-shape L-shape A-shape Figure 11 . Various multi-detector SPECT systems.
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The reader should not have any difficulties to derive the data sufficiency helix pitch requirements for other multidetector imaging geometries.
D. image Reconstruction
For parallel-beam and fan-beam helical SPECT, each transaxial dice can be reconstructed individually, using regular 2D reconstruction algorithms such as filtered backprojection, backprojection filtering, and iterative algorithms. This is because the projection data acquired via a helical orbit can be sorted and separated for each transaxial slice, and for each transaxial slice, the projection data set is complete. However, this slice-by-slice reconstruction method does not apply to imaging geometries in which the projection rays do not always perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Since the image slices mix in the projection data, truly 3D reconstruction techniques are required. As mentioned in the Introduction section, researchers have been working hard in developing truly 3D reconstruction algorithms, including approximate ones. This paper uses iterative ML-EM algorithm [15] to reconstruct the image from helical data. Here we assume that the reader is familiar with the ML-EM algorithm for emission data, and the description of this iterative algorithm is omitted.
E. Computer Simulations
The purpose of doing computer simulations in this paper is to verify our proposed data sufficiency requirements for helical SPECT. Since we assume an ideal situation #at no attenuation and no scatter in the object and the detection system has an ideal point response function, our computer simulations only use computer generated ideal data. Since the reconstruction algorithms for different geometries are almost the same, we only show results from helical cone-beam and helical varying focal-length cone-beam projections here.
E. Since our helical orbit as a finite length, the fully measured field of view was then limited. As illustrated in Fig. 12 , only the central 16 ellipsoids were completely measured. Thirty iterations of ML-EM algorithm were used to reconstruct the image. The reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 13 . The ellipsoids that were not completely measured had reconstruction artifacts, and the central 16 completely measured ellipsoids were exactly reconstructed. transverse Using small detector to image a long object has potential applications in nuclear medicine, for example, in whole body scans. In this paper, we investigated helical scans with various imaging (collimation) geometries such as parallel, fan, rotated fan, astigmatic fan, cone, varying focal-length, and divergent.
We proposed maximal helix pitch for each imaging geometry, based on Danielsson's data sufficiency condition. Basically, the transaxial requirement is ''x plus fan-angle," and in the axial direction the vertical detector size must be projected to the rotation axis according to the imaging geometry. Multidetector imaging system were also considered.
For helical parallel-beam and fan-beam scans, image reconstruction can be decomposed into slice-by-slice 2D reconstructions. However, for imaging geometries with crossslice projection rays, truly 3D reconstruction algorithms are needed. In this paper, we used the iterative ML-EM algorithm to reconstruct the image. Our future work is to develop more efficient analytical reconstruction methods. 
